IMAGINE
•

Creating a workforce of fully engaged employees, each
with a step-by-step action plan to bring more value to
the organization

•

Fostering a culture of trust, respect, and loyalty by
investing in your employees’ personal and professional
development

•

Increasing productivity and bottom-line results by
training your team to connect beliefs with behaviors

•

And having Libby - a veteran executive coach and
former corporate leader at Sony, Universal, and Turner
Broadcasting - personally mentor your staff!

If you want your employees to dig deep within themselves to bring out the
best they have to offer your company, Career Success Foundation is the
course for you. We are committed to helping Millennials, High Potentials,
and Early-Stage Leaders get to the next level by providing the feedback,
strategies, and support they need.
The course is designed so that it can be easily customized to meet your
needs. You can create your own closed group or join employees from other
companies. And the more people from your organization who register, the
better the cost for you. Ask about our sliding scale, which ranges from
$597 to $2997 depending on customization and size of your group.
This unique experiential program combines live coaching calls with the best
of online learning including videos, audios and downloadable resources
that your team can access for six months from any device. Following is a
brief overview of the course components.

COURSE COMPONENTS
ORIENTATION
You’ll discover how this learning experience, with its guided
step-by-step approach and ongoing accountability, keeps you
engaged and motivated.

MODULE 1:

YOUR WORK-LIFE SNAPSHOT
This is a deep dive assessment into what’s working and what’s
not in your personal and professional life. You’ll rate your own
success and satisfaction levels in ten key areas of work and life
to see exactly where you are in the present so you can create a
realistic action plan for the future.

MODULE 2:

ENVISIONING YOUR IDEAL FUTURE
Using powerful resources and guided imagery, you’ll visualize
your ideal future 10 years from now. You’ll create a crystal clear
picture of what your desired personal and professional life will
look like so we can reverse engineer backwards to reach it.

MODULE 3:

INTERNAL ROADBLOCKS HOLDING
YOU BACK
You’ll identify the specific internal roadblocks - including your
own limiting assumptions, lack of confidence, negative self-talk,
and fear-based thinking - then learn techniques to systemically
eliminate them from your inner mindset.

MODULE 4:

EXTERNAL OBSTACLES IN
THE WORKPLACE
You’ll recognize external obstacles in your immediate
environment, such as inability to properly articulate your
value, avoidance of bold risk-taking, and lack of support and
sponsorship. Libby will provide strategies and solutions to
minimize or overcome those obstacles so you can break through
workplace barriers.

MODULE 5:

THE CLARIFY, SIMPLIFY, &
EXECUTE MODEL
With Libby’s help, you’ll create a customized results-focused
action plan based on specific behavioral changes. Next, you’ll
add a realistic timeline that is simple, doable and measurable.
The downloadable tool will make this process so easy, you’ll
never set objectives any other way again.

MODULE 6:

STAYING ON TRACK TO SUCCESS
Finally, you’ll master techniques to sustain the momentum so you
can sweep past fears and insecurities - even when you’re feeling
tired, stressed, or overwhelmed. You’ll discover methods of
maximizing your internal mindset and external resources so you
can fast track your path to success.

GRADUATION!

You’ll celebrate your accomplishments - and that of your
teammates - as you move forward with newfound ease
and grace!
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DELIGHTED CLIENTS
Libby’s course is simple, straightforward, and
engaging. Since working with Libby, I’ve defined my
professional trajectory, closed significant deals in
my consulting practice, and I’m making my career
goals come to life far more quickly than I would
have dreamed. Libby has been the single most
important force in my professional development
and in the direction of my family for years to come.
She is a one-in-a-million leader
and coach and has my
utmost recommendation!

Libby’s career course was inspirational and informative. In just a couple months I improved my relationships with my boss and colleagues and created a
career advancement plan. With Libby’s support,
I learned to demonstrate leadership and take my
career to the next level. I recommend the course for
anyone looking to advance
their career!
Jessica Weaver-Ahmed
Consultant, Accenture

Jared Lafitte,
Lafitte Coaching
Libby Gill is one of those people who gets it. When I
was hiring people for the Dr. Phil Show, she was the
first hire and she said to me through the actions in
her life, ‘I understand what it takes to create results.’
I’m a pretty good judge of horse
flesh and I was exactly right.
Dr. Phil

Libby did an amazing job structuring the course
materials, incorporating accountability, and
providing insights and encouragement along the
way. She kept me engaged and thinking forward,
even when I felt stuck. I’m so glad
I chose to do this program!
April Turch,
Wolf Group Capital Advisors

Libby’s course was worth the investment of time
and money for the advancement of my professional
development. She helped build my confidence to
launch the power step I needed for the leadership
promotion within my organization. This course is
perfect for anyone who wants to promote the value
they bring as a passionate leader. I recommend you
take the time to allow Libby to take your leadership
to the next level!
Jackie Mendoza,
CHI Health–Nebraska
Heart Hospital

For more information contact Libby@LibbyGill.com

I recommend Libby as an expert coach and mentor.
As I was building my consulting business, Memory
Care Support, Libby kept me focused and positive,
assisting me as I refined my message and audience.
I know that without Libby’s direction,
it would have taken me much longer
to achieve the same results.
Anne Ellett, Founder
Memory Care Support

Libby created a tailored, realistic and
compassionate approach for coaching me to the
next level. With Libby’s help, my confidence soared
and I saw immediate results.
Barbara Tremblay,
ConnexCoaching International
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